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Editorial

The Journal of Immunology is publishing an increasing number of papers that contain nucleic acid and protein sequences. Beginning January 1, 1990 the Journal of Immunology will adopt a policy requiring that authors submit their sequences directly to GenBank at the time of submission of a paper for publication.

On receiving a paper containing sequence data, the Journal office will send the authors a blank sequence submission form and instructions on submission. Authors should immediately submit this form to GenBank and if the submission is complete, GenBank will acknowledge receipt by assignment of an accession number within one week after receiving the submission. The authors should then inform the Journal office of the accession number by letter or by FAX. Blank submission forms are also available directly from GenBank and authors may also send a sequence to GenBank at any time before submission of a paper and then include the accession number with the submitted paper.

The above policy will be required for all papers submitted for publication and will pertain both to papers which are accepted and rejected for publication. Authors can request that GenBank not make a sequence public until the paper is published in the Journal of Immunology or if the manuscript is rejected until the paper is published in an alternative forum.

For further information, authors are advised to refer to the article by Christian Burks and Laurie J. Tomlinson in the Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 86:408, 1989. Requests for submission forms, as well as submissions of new data and suggested revisions of data, can be directed to:

GenBank Submissions
T-10, MS K710
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA
telephone: 505-665-2177
telefax: 505-667-1754
electronic network mail: gb-sub%life@lanl.gov